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Jallianwala Bagh - a Flashback
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It was on April 13th, 1919 that the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre, also
known as the Amritsar massacre
took place. The incident gave a new
turn to India’s freedom struggle
movement.

Where does India stand in
Biden’s America?

Ever since it became clear that Joe
Biden would be President of the
US, India was preoccupied with
the question as to what his policy
towards India would be.

Gold Rush at the Top

La Rinconada, with a population of
around 60000 located at a height of
16700 feet (5100 meters) above sea
level is the world’s highest city. Tibet
comes next with an average altitude
of 14370 feet (4380 meters).

Dear Student, Passion or Grade which would you choose?

Gitanjali Rao, the recently
celebrated young scientist, who is
covered in TIME magazine cover
titling ‘Kid of the Year’, innovated
a device named ‘Tethys’ which can
measure the lead content in water.
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elcome to the April 2021 edition of
Executive Knowledge Lines.

March 24th 2021 marks a year of India’s
nationwide lockdown. The country went in for the
strict Covid-19 lockdown when just around 525
positive infections were detected. The first wave of
the pandemic peaked in India in September last year,
when the active caseload crossed a million-mark. It
continued to decline for about six months touching a
low of about 11,000 on 11 February, 2021. The
Covid-19 cases, however, started rising in late
February and continued on a worse trajectory
thereafter.
And now, a year having passed since the country
went into a lockdown, it is facing a second wave of
the coronavirus pandemic. The second and third
weeks of March have particularly been troubling for
reviving the concerns over possible restrictions and
return of another national-level lockdown.
However, the government has made it clear there is
not likely to be another lockdown as the focus is now
on ‘test-track-treat’ protocol, not shutting down
establishments. The Ministry of Home Affairs has also
released a fresh set of guidelines for the month of
April, asking states to enhance the proportion of RTPCR tests, strictly enforce the ‘test-track-treat’
protocol and speed up the pace of Covid-19
vaccination to cover all priority groups. The main
focus of the new protocols is to consolidate the
substantial gains achieved in containing the spread
of the virus, which was visible in the sustained decline
in the number of active cases, continuously for about
five months, the government said.

Editor’s
Desk

Constant vigil and scrupulous compliance with the
Covid prevention protocol have assumed utmost
significance in the prevailing context. This is in spite
of the fact that the second round of vaccination has
added to the degree of confidence of people.
We have tried to include a good number of features
on diverse topics of contextual relevance in this
edition and hope our readers would find them
interesting and informative.
Happy reading

N T Nair

Managing Editor

E-mail: ekl.tvm@gmail.com

The government has decided to vaccinate everybody
above 45 years of age from 1 April. Announcing this,
Javadekar said, “We request that all eligible should
immediately register and get vaccinated.”
www.eklines.com
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Jallianwala Bagh-a Flashback
N.Vijayagopalan
It was on April 13th, 1919 that the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, also
known as the Amritsar massacre took place. The incident gave a
new turn to India’s freedom struggle movement.

T

he 1919 Amritsar massacre,
also known as the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre after the
Jallianwala Bagh a public garden in
the northern Indian city of Amritsar,
was ordered by General R.E.H. Dyer.
It was April 13, 1919, a Sunday,
which happened to be ‘Baisakhi’,
one of Punjab’s largest religious
festivals. Fifty British Indian Army
soldiers, commanded by BrigadierGeneral Reginald Dyer, began
shooting at an unarmed gathering
of men, women, and children
without warning.
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Dyer marched his fifty riflemen
to a raised bank and ordered
them to kneel and fire. Dyer
ordered soldiers to reload
their rifles several times and
they were ordered to shoot
to kill. The Jallianwala Bagh
was bounded on all sides by
houses and buildings and had
few narrow entrances, most of
which were kept permanently
locked. The main entrance
was relatively wider, but was
guarded by the troops backed
by the armoured vehicles.
Executive Knowledge Lines

General Dyer
ordered troops to
begin shooting
without warning
or any order to
disperse, and to
direct shooting
towards the
densest sections
of the crowd.
He continued
the shooting,
approximately
1,650 rounds
in all, until
ammunition was
almost exhausted.
What led to the massacre?
The Jallianwala Bagh Massacre
was the result of the Anarchical
and Revolutionary Crimes Act
of 1919, famously known as
the Rowlatt Act. The Act came
into force a month before the
massacre. It shocked most
Indians who had expected to
be rewarded, not punished,
for willingly fighting alongside
the British in the First World
War. The Act allowed political
cases to be tried without jury,
and imprisonment of suspects
without trial.

The massacre
aroused the fury of
the Indian people
and the British Indian
government replied
with more intense
brutalities. People in
Punjab were made to
crawl on the streets;
they were put in
open cages.
Railway station, disruption of
telegraphs and communication
system. As part of these protests,
thousands of people gathered
at Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar,
Punjab on April 13, 1919. The
civilians assembled for a peaceful
protest to condemn the arrest
and deportation of two national
leaders, Satya Pal and Saifuddin
Kitchlew. That was also the day of
Sikh festival Baisakhi and many
villagers had also gathered in the
Bagh.

Under the command of Colonel
Reginald Dyer, over 50 troops of
the British Indian Army began
This was the time when Mahatma firing rifles into the crowd. The
narrow exits from the bagh were
Gandhi came to light. The Act
blocked; no one could escape the
resulted in furious protests
throughout the country. Gandhi ill-fated incidence. Over 1200 got
injured and more than 350 people
started a campaign against
died. Some of them jumped into
Rowlatt Act. There were violent
the well in the bagh to escape
protests that resulted in the
dying by the bullets.
burning of the Town Hall and
www.eklines.com
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As per the records of the British
Government, the massacre killed
379 and caused 1200 injuries.
However, as per the Indian Nation
Congress, around 1000 died and
1500 got injured.
The bullet marks can be still seen
on the walls of the Jallianwala
Bagh which is now a national
memorial.
The massacre aroused the fury of
the Indian people and the British
Indian government replied with
more intense brutalities. People
in Punjab were made to crawl on
the streets; they were put in open
cages.
Aftermath of the massacre
Following the massacre, the
Hunter Commission was
appointed to investigate into the
matter. The Commission in 1920
held Dyer guilty for his actions.
He was relieved of his command
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and prematurely retired from the
army.
Udham Singh, a Punjabi
revolutionary, killed Michael
O’ Dwyer, former Lieutenant
Governor of Punjab, on March
13, 1940 in London in revenge
for the Jallianwalla Bagh
Massacre. He was subsequently
convicted and hanged in July
1940.
Bengali poet and Nobel laureate,
Rabindranath Tagore renounced
the knighthood he had received
in 1915.
The massacre marked the start
of a new rebellion and liberation
struggle under Mahatma Gandhi
to free India from the British
rule. Jallianwalla Bagh has gone
down to the annals of Indian
history as an incident which set
a clear direction to the country’s
independence struggle.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

C O R P O R AT E
M US ING S
Leadership is a potent
combination of strategy and
character. But if you must be
without one, be without the
strategy.

The sole boss in a business is
the customer. He is the only
one who can fire everybody
in the company from the
chairman.

When customers complain,
business owners and managers
ought to get excited about it. The
complaining customer deserves
higher respect as he opens a huge
opportunity for more business.

Organisations having a
collaborative culture respect
diversity and let people align
around a shared vision and
purpose. They strive to work
towards individual growth
of their employees and
stakeholders in the professional
direction of their desire.

Leadership is not only about
holding a prime position, it is
much more than that. Leadership
is not wielding authority - it is
empowering people. A leader is
someone who has a vision and
a passion to make great things
happen.
The mantra of most of the
powerful companies is to build a
brand that imbibes and promotes
the idea of customer obsession
by making sure the customer is
at the epicenter of every decision.
Their prime strategy is building a
workforce that is passionate about
customer delight.

www.eklines.com

Leadership and learning go
hand in hand. With the business
landscape changing so fast,
the delivering managers keep
on learning so as to equip
themselves with what is new
and relevant to their growth as
leaders.
A leader should always have
the ability to be a human
being before anything else and
understand what makes people
tick as this will always motivate
others.
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International Relations

Where does India stand
in Biden’s America?

E

ver since it became clear
that Joe Biden would be
President of the US, India
was preoccupied with the
question as to what his policy
towards India would be.
But now, as he completes the
first month in office, Biden has
revealed his cards through his
own statements and telephone
calls carefully calibrated by
the White House staff and
the comments of his newly
appointed cabinet members.
But there has been no public
response from Delhi to help the
President understand Indian
sensitivities.
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T.P. Sreenivasan
Presumably, this is taking place
between the officials of the two
countries, but there is very little
public debate on the good, the
indifferent and the problematic
aspects in the emerging India-US
relations.
The White House has clarified that
the order in his calls to friends and
foes has no particular meaning,
but we have noted that his call to
Prime Minister Modi came even
when Israel, Turkey and China
were waiting for their turns. India
was the first among non-treaty
allies to be called.
But reading between the lines of
the read outs of the two sides,
Executive Knowledge Lines

there are hints of differences even have modified its position. The
on democracy.
participants, while reiterating
democratic values of the
The White House readout
region, expressed commitment
mentions that Biden spoke about
to ‘upholding rule-based
his commitment to spreading
international order’ and ‘peaceful
democratisation, while the Indian
resolution of disputes’, in
transcript does not.
accordance with the Indian
This may be seen as an indication position.
that Biden will not be uninterested
Biden clubbed Russia and
in domestic social cohesion, the
China together as advancing
state of democracy and freedom
authoritarianism, including the
of speech in India. Linked with
growing ambitions of China to
this is Biden’s intention to revive
rival the US and the determination
an initiative taken at the time of
of Russia to damage and disrupt
Madeleine Albright to set up a
US democracy. He gave pride
Community of Democracies with a
of place to Russia for taking
vague UN linkage.
aggressive actions and pledged to
India should attend, but recall
work against it with the allies of
at this stage the last experience
the US. His condemnation of the
of such an exercise, which did
treatment meted out to Navalny is
not have the desired results. It
no matter to India.
was hard even to choose the
But Biden must not be unaware of
democracies to be included.
our special relations with Russia
India has not been in the business and the exemption given to India
of evangelising for democracy.
to import S-400 missiles. It may be
On democracy in Burma, the US
necessary to ensure that that the
position is different from ours.
US does not see our relationship
We have dealt with the army even with Russia as hurtful to the US.
before Aung San Suu Kyi joined
Biden’s description of the threat
hands with the army and the US
from China as the most serious
had shown understanding of our
competitor is music to our ears,
stand. But if Biden takes a tough
but it is clear that he will take a
stand on the military leadership of
lenient view of areas in which the
Burma and imposes sanctions, the
two countries have the scope to
investments we have made in that
work together. He did not mention
relationship will be wasted. The
India-Pacific in this context,
limitations of democracy in Burma,
but his defence secretary had
which has several insurgency
unequivocally supported the Quad
groups may have to be driven
dialogue as an important part of
home to the Americans.
keeping the region peaceful and
At the recent Quad ministerial
free of interference. In fact, Indiameeting, the US appears to
Pacific is the only area in which
www.eklines.com
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After having waited
for the phone call
from Biden, the world
leaders will be now
waiting for their turn
to visit Washington.
Indian cooperation is being
sought.
American return to the Paris
Agreement has been universally
welcomed, but there is a tone of
coercion when Biden speaks of
raising the ambition of climate
targets. ‘That way we can
challenge other nations, other
major emitters,’ he declares.
Since the Paris Agreement does
not endorse “common but
differentiated responsibilities”
and the principle of per capita
emissions, India is likely
to come under pressure in
the negotiations. A special
representative may have to be
appointed to begin discussions.
The scaling down of American
relationship with Saudi Arabia
may have no implications for us,
but together with the uncertainty
of the Iran nuclear deal, the
situation in West Asia may take a
turn for the worse for which we
need to be prepared.

will crystallise only after the
Afghanistan issue is settled.
Biden is not likely to restore
funding to end terrorism, as
Pakistan’s duplicity in the matter is
well documented, but he will have
to reward Pakistan in some way if
the Afghan deal is helpful to the
US. Given Biden’s past association
with Pakistan, there is some
concern in India about his Pakistan
policy.
Even though we were tantalisingly
close to a trade agreement
with the Trump Administration,
nothing came of it because
of other preoccupations. We
should actively lobby with the
Biden administration to begin
trade talks, even though he has
stated that he is in no hurry to
sign any new trade agreements.
Biden’s reference to ‘middle
class diplomacy’ opens up the
possibility of some limited trade
agreements involving certain
goods produced by the middle
class in the US.
After having waited for the
phone call from Biden, the world
leaders will be now waiting for
their turn to visit Washington.
This will depend on the success
in controlling, if not eliminating
COVID-19.

The reduction of tension on the
Chinese border may have reduced
The prospects of an end to the
the urgency of a Biden-Modi
war in Yemen are welcome. The
meeting, but the sooner Modi
renewal of the appointment of
starts a bromance with Biden the
the Afghan envoy is a good sign, better as he had done with Obama
but Biden’s position on Pakistan and Trump.
and cross border terrorism
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General Knowledge
1. Which is the State in India where
Diamond cutting is undertaken as
a cottage industry?
2. What is the name given for the
study or collection of currency,
including coins, tokens, paper
money, and related objects?
3. With which Shakespeare play
would you associate this famous
line: “What light through yonder
window breaks”?
4. Raut Nacha is the folk dance
performed mainly by the tribal
communities of which state?

Test
GK

Y
O
U
R

12. Who propounded the theory
of economic drain of India
during British imperialism?
13. What is the luster of a metal
due to?
14. Who is the present
Chairperson of NITI Aayog?
15. To produce artificial rains,
which chemical is used for Cloud
Seeding?

16. What is the name of the
5. Which article of the Constitution legislation passed by the
of India prohibits employment of Imperial Legislative Council,
the legislature of British India,
children in a hazardous unit?
which allowed trial of certain
6. Who is the author of the book “ political cases without juries and
A Suitable Boy”?
permitted internment of suspects
without trial?
7. What is the common name for
calcium hypochlorite?
17. Which element has the
8. What does EPROM stand for in highest melting point of all the
elements discovered?
computer terminology?
9. What is the term in Economics
given for the sum of budgetary
deficit and net increase in internal
and external borrowings?
10. What is the name of the
science which deals with altering
human beings by changing their
genetic components?
11. What is the name of the
medical condition where bone
density decreases and the body
stops producing as much bone as
it did before.?
www.eklines.com

18. Which is the gas released
from the ground, minutes or
hours before an earthquake is
about to strike?

19. What is the name of the
vaccine that is jointly developed
by the German company
BioNTech and US pharma giant
Pfizer for COVID-19?
20. Which is the first country to
make companies responsible for
paying men and women equally?
(Answers on page 24)
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Nature

GOLD RUSH AT THE TOP

L

a Rinconada, with a
population of around 60000
located at a height of 16700
feet (5100 meters) above sea
level is the world’s highest city.
Tibet comes next with an average
altitude of 14370 feet (4380
meters).
It is located in the Ananea
District of the Puno region of
Peru. Don’t expect this to be a
rare beauty up in the sky and
a pleasant tourist spot. The
average temperature for the
entire year is just 34.3°F (1.3°C),
barely over freezing. The highest
temperature is around 50 degree
F (10 degree C) that comes in
October and November. Even
trees can’t grow there, as it is
located far higher than the tree
line.
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G.B. Sharma
Life at this high is not pleasant on
the human body. At this altitude,
the available oxygen is about
half that is present at sea level. A
healthy person visiting this place
for the first time is likely to face
breathlessness after a light walk.
However, for the residents, the
effects on the body are worse than
mere altitude sickness.
The high altitude can quickly lead
to hypoxemia, an abnormally
low level of oxygen in the
bloodstream, and hypoxia, where
body parts are deprived of oxygen.
There is also a good chance of
chronic mountain sickness (CMS),
which brings with it a whole host
of problems, such as tinnitus,
heart palpitations, dizziness,
fatigue, appetite loss, prolonged
headaches, sleep issues, confusion,
Executive Knowledge Lines

and more.
There was a time when it was
thought that no person could
live for extended periods of time
above 5,000 meters altitude.
La Rinconada challenges this,
having been in existence for
more than 40 years.
Still people flock to this
frozen wasteland which is an
environmental catastrophe,
and a plethora of human rights
violations rolled into one.
The town, once only a temporary
settlement, has quickly grown
in recent years. From 2001 to
2009, its population grew by an
astonishing 230%, according to
National Geographic Magazine.
The reason? Word spread that
the town sat on top of a literal
goldmine. When the price of
gold increased in the early 2000s,
miners flocked to the town
to cash in. But the job wasn’t
so easy as miners and their

families had to endure extreme
conditions. But the gold hunters
were ready to endure these
hardships.
Gold mining is the only
occupation here. Almost all the
residents of this city are workers
who emigrated to secure work
and stake their claim in the
riches. It was also temporary,
with no designs for permanent
infrastructure or any type of civic
services.
“What was once a region of
crystalline lakes and leaping
fish have now become barren.
The waterfowl that were once
abundant in this corridor of the
Andes are gone; no birds flap
overhead, save an occasional
vulture.”_
The odour is awful; the
atmosphere is filled with the
stench of burning, of rot, of
human excrement. As you ascend
the mountain, all about you are
heaps of garbage, a choking ruin,

Women Collecting Ressidues
www.eklines.com
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and sylphlike (slender women)
figures picking idly through it.
Despite having an economy
fuelled almost entirely by
the nearby gold mine, its
infrastructure remains poor. The
city has no plumbing and no
sanitation system, and there is
significant contamination with
mercury due to mining practices.
Power supply came to the city
recently. The government is not
keen on providing any amenities
as the city is created by labourers
(miners) who migrated from
elsewhere without any document
or permission.

This strange payment system is
called *‘cachorreo’.* Under this
system, the miners work long
hours for 30 straight days with no
payment. Then, on the 31st day,
they can dig and take away all that
they get on that day. The mine
owners are so clever that they
would post the workers on the
31st day to such places where they
are sure that the miners would get
nothing. In fact, it is a lottery.

There is no insurance or pension
plan in place, as they are not
counted as employees. The
government of Peru made a few
less than half hearted attempts to
change this system. But the mining
The mining activities here is
company made the workers (most
considered ‘informal’. Actually, it is
of them are illiterate) believe that
a euphemism for ‘illegal’.
they would get only less money if
The ground, air, water, and snow
the cachrreo system is abolished.
in the town, along with pretty
Strangely, the workers are also
much anything immediately
against changing this barbarous
downstream, are all said to
system. The poor workers are also
be contaminated. Mercury
under the threat of being looted
poisoning can affect the central
of their earnings on the thirty first
nervous system, causing tremors, day as crime rate in La Rinconada
excitability, insomnia, and a grim
is also remarkably high.
range of psychotic reactions.
Generally, men work in the mines
Crime and violence in La
and women often resort to
Rinconada are often attributed, to
prostitution.
mercury poisoning.
La Rinconada is accessible only
The primary goldmine in
by trucks. And one has to travel
La Rinconada is owned by
several days along treacherous
Corporación Minera Ananea
winging mountain roads to
(sometimes referred to as just
reach there. And you are sure
Corporación Ananea). No wages
to be welcomed by altitude
or any emolument is paid to the
sickness, depletion of oxygen,
workers. Again, the term ‘informal’
contaminated water and air, and
comes here in the matter of
so on.
payment of wages. (The fitting
word would be ‘criminal’.)
All That Glitters…
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IMPORTANT DAYS

Days

IMPORTANT

May
1 May

International Labour Day

3 May

Press Freedom Day

4 May

Coal miner’s day

8 May

World Red Cross Day

9 May

Victory day

10 May

Mother’s Day				
(2nd Sunday of May)

11 May

National Technology Day

12 May

International Nurses day

14 May

World Migratory day

15 May

International Day of the Family

17 May

World Telecommunication Day
(Information Society Day)

21 May

Anti-terrorism day

24 May

Commonwealth Day

31 May

Anti-Tobacco Day

www.eklines.com
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e-Commerce

India’s E-Commerce Market on
a Growth Trajectory

E

-commerce has transformed
the way business is
done in India. The Indian
E-commerce market is expected
to grow to US$ 200 billion by
2026 from US$ 38.5 billion as of
2017. Much of the growth for
the industry has been triggered
by an increase in internet and
smartphone penetration. As of
August 2020, the number of
internet connections in India
significantly increased to ~760
million, driven by the ‘Digital
India’ programme. Out of the
total internet connections, ~61%
connections were in urban areas,
of which 97% connections were
wireless.
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Market Size

EKL Desk

Propelled by rising smartphone
penetration, launch of 4G
network and increasing
consumer wealth, the Indian
E-commerce market is expected
to grow to US$ 200 billion by
2026 from US$ 38.5 billion in
2017. Online retail sales in India
is expected to grow 31% to
touch US$ 32.70 billion in 2018,
led by Flipkart, Amazon India and
Paytm Mall.
Smartphone shipments in
India increased by~8% y-o-y
to reach 50.0 million units in
the first quarter of 2020, driven
by positive shipments of all
Executive Knowledge Lines

smartphone vendors in the
market. Samsung led the Indian
smartphone market with 24%
shipping share, followed by
Xiaomi at 23%.

Investments/
Developments

Some of the major developments
in the Indian e-commerce sector
are as follows:
n On October 23, 2020, Flipkart
acquired a 7.8% stake in Aditya
Birla Fashion and Retail, a
subsidiary of the Aditya Birla
Group, for Rs. 1,500 crore (US$
203.8 million).
n Flipkart partnered with
PayTM for its annual Big Billion
Days Sale event in October
2020, offering customers the
convenience of making payments
directly through the latter’s
application with the bonus of
receiving PayTM cashbacks over
and above Flipkart discounts.
n Infibeam Avenues signed a
contract with Oman’s secondlargest bank, the Bank of Muscat,
to process the bank’s online card
transactions of various payment
networks through its digital
payment solution—CCAvenue
Payment Gateway Service in
November 2020.
n In November 2020, Amazon
India announced collaboration
with Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited. Under this
partnership, customers will be
able to book and pay for their
LPG cylinders until the delivery.
www.eklines.com

n In November 2020, Reliance
Retail Ventures Ltd. (RRVL), a
subsidiary of Reliance Industries
(RIL), acquired a minority stake
of Urban Ladder Home Decor
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. for Rs. 182.12
crore (US$ 24.67 million).
n In November 2020, Flipkart
acquired Scapic, an Augmented
Reality (AR) firm, to boost user
experience.
n In November 2020, Amazon
India has opened ‘Made in
India’ toy store, in line with the
government’s ‘Atmanirbhar
Bharat’ vision. The store will allow
thousands of manufacturers
and vendors to sell toys driven
by the Indian culture, folk tales
and toys that promote creative
thinking and are locally crafted &
manufactured.
n In October 2020, Amazon India
collaborated with the Indian
Railway Catering and Tourism
Corporation (IRCTC) to enable
users to book and reserve train
tickets on Amazon.
n In October 2020, Flipkart
acquired a 140-acre land at Rs.
432 crore (US$ 58.87 million) to
establish their largest fulfilling
centre in Asia, in Manesar,
Gurgaon, in a bid to scale their
fulfilment infrastructure to
cater to increased demand post
COVID-19.
n In October 2020, Amazon India
invested over Rs. 700 crore (US$
95.40 million) into its payment
unit, Amazon Pay.
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Government initiatives

Since 2014, the Government of
India has announced various
initiatives, namely Digital India,
Make in India, Start-up India,
Skill India and Innovation
Fund. The timely and effective
implementation of such programs
will likely support growth of
E-commerce in the country. Some
of the major initiatives taken
by the Government to promote
E-commerce in India are as
follows:
n In a bid to systematise the
onboarding process of retailers
on e-commerce platforms, the
Department for Promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade
(DPIIT) is reportedly planning
to utilise the Open Network for
Digital Commerce (ONDC) to set
protocols for cataloguing, vendor
discovery and price discovery. The
department aims to provide equal
opportunities to all marketplace
players to make optimum use of
the e-commerce ecosystem in the
larger interest of the country and
its citizen.
n National Retail Policy: The
government had identified five
areas in its proposed national
retail policy—ease of doing
business, rationalisation of the
licence process, digitisation of
retail, focus on reforms and
an open network for digital
commerce—stating that offline
retail and e-commerce need to
be administered in an integral
manner.
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n The Consumer Protection
(e-commerce) Rules 2020 notified
by the Consumer Affairs Ministry
in July directed e-commerce
companies to display the country
of origin alongside the product
listings. In addition, the companies
will also have to reveal parameters
that go behind determining
product listings on their platforms.
n Government e-Marketplace
(GeM) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) with
Union Bank of India to facilitate
a cashless, paperless and
transparent payment system for
an array of services in October
2019.
n Under the Digital India
movement, Government launched
various initiatives like Umang,
Start-up India Portal, Bharat
Interface for Money (BHIM) etc. to
boost digitisation.
n In October 2020, Minister of
Commerce and Industry, Mr.
Piyush Goyal invited start-ups to
register at public procurement
portal, GeM, and offer goods
and services to government
organisations and PSUs.
n In October 2020, amending
the equalisation levy rules of
2016, the government mandated
foreign companies operating
e-commerce platforms in India to
have permanent account numbers
(PAN). It imposed a 2% tax in the
FY21 budget on the sale of goods
or delivery of services through
a non-resident ecommerce
operator.
Executive Knowledge Lines

n In order to increase the
participation of foreign players in
E-commerce, Indian Government
hiked the limit of FDI in
E-commerce marketplace model
to up to 100% (in B2B models).
n Heavy investment made by the
Government in rolling out fiber
network for 5G will help boost
E-commerce in India.

Road Ahead

The e-commerce market in India
has been growing more or less
consistently and is expected to
see exciting developments in
the years to come as the postpandemic market conditions
look significantly promising. The
E-commerce industry has been
directly impacting micro, small
& medium enterprises (MSME)
in India by providing means of
financing, technology and training
and has a favourable cascading
effect on other industries as well.
Indian E-commerce industry
has been on an upward growth
trajectory and is expected to
surpass the US to become the

SUDOKU-9
Why not give a small
exercise to your brain by
trying to solve this puzzle?
(Clue : Fill the given 9×9
grid with digits so that each
column, each row, and each
of the nine 3×3 subgrids
that compose the grid
contain all of the digits from
1 to 9.)

second largest E-commerce
market in the world by 2034.
Technology enabled innovations
like digital payments, hyperlocal logistics, analytics driven
customer engagement and digital
advertisements will likely support
the growth in the sector. The
growth in E-commerce sector will
also boost employment, increase
revenues from export, increase
tax collection by ex-chequers, and
provide better products and services
to customers in the long-term. Rise
in smartphone usage is expected
to rise 84% to reach 859 million by
2022.
E-retail market is expected to
continue its strong growth - it
registered a CAGR of over 35%
to reach Rs. 1.8 trillion (US$ 25.75
billion) in FY20. Over the next five
years, the Indian e-retail industry
is projected to exceed ~300-350
million shoppers, propelling the
online Gross Merchandise Value
(GMV) to US$ 100-120 billion by
2025.
(Source : India Brand equity Foundation, Media reports)
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Medical Science

Medical Updates
Quitting Smoking May Improve
Mental Well-being

According to the results of a
recent systematic review, quitting
smoking may produce positive
health effects in a matter of
weeks. The review found that
people who quit smoking had
a greater reduction in anxiety,
depression, and symptoms of
stress than people who did not.
If accurate, these findings could help motivate millions of people
looking for more reasons to quit smoking or avoid stopping for fears
of negative mental health or social effects.

Research Reveals How Tea May Lower
Blood Pressure

Drinking tea is associated with a range of health benefits, including
reductions in blood pressure. Researchers have discovered how
compounds called catechins, found in green and black teas, relax
the smooth muscle that lines blood vessels, which may lead to lower
blood pressure. The discovery could lead to the development of
better medications for high blood pressure, also called hypertension.
The finding could also inspire new treatments for a debilitating
condition called epileptic encephalopathy.
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People With Dementia May Be
Prescribed Interacting Drugs

Experts say that older adults with
dementia should limit the number of
medications they take that act on the
brain and central nervous system (CNS).
Using three or more such medications
together places an individual at higher
risk of adverse outcomes. A study finds
that nearly 1 in 7 older people with
dementia who do not live in a nursing
home take three or more of these
medications. The study examines the prescriptions that doctors have
written for 1.2 million people with dementia.

2 Servings of Fish Per Week Can Help
Prevent Recurrent Heart Disease

Researchers have found that eating more fish may help prevent
recurrent heart disease. The omega-3 fatty acids found in fish may
help by reducing inflammation. At least two servings per week are
recommended. Oily fish like salmon, tuna, sardines, and cod are the
best sources of omega-3 fatty acids. For those with heart disease,
researchers at McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, say
it may be a good idea to add more fish to their diet. In particular,
adding at least two servings per week of oily fish can be beneficial,
they say. This level of consumption was linked to a lower risk of major
cardiovascular disease and

‘Nocebo Effect’ May Be Why People
Think Statins Cause Muscle Pain

A new reportTrusted Source has found
that people who take statins had no
differences in muscle symptoms than
people who didn’t take statins. There
may be a strong “nocebo effect” —
people expect to experience muscle
pain, and then because of that, they
begin to experience muscle pain. More
research is needed to understand the
root cause.

www.eklines.com
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How the ‘5-a-Day Mix’ of Fruits,
Vegetables Improves Your Health

Researchers say a ‘5-a-day mix’ diet of fruits and vegetables can
improve your health and help you live longer. They recommend
people start by adding 1 or 2 fruits or vegetables a day to their diets.
They note that some vegetables and fruits are healthier than others.

Simply Talking Can Transmit the
Coronavirus to Others

A new study finds that
people who have an
infection with the new
coronavirus can transmit
it to others nearby by
simply speaking. The
study affirms that 6 feet
of distance between
people while speaking
may not be enough to
prevent transmission.
In public places,
researchers say wearing
a mask with a tight fit and a face shield is the best protection from
the coronavirus, especially for workers who can’t maintain physical
distance to do their jobs.

ANSWERS
1. Gujarat
2. Numismatics
3. Romeo and Juliet
4. Chhattisgarh
5. Article 24
6. Vikram Seth
7. Bleaching Powder
8. Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory
9. Fiscal deficit
10. Eugenics
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11. Osteoporosis
12. Dadabhai Naoroji
13. Presence of free electrons
14. Narendra Modi, Prime Minister
15. Silver Iodide
16. Rowlatt Act.
17. Tungsten
18. Radon
19. BNT162
20. Iceland
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Vital Exhaustion’ Increases Heart Attack
Risk in Men
Vital exhaustionTrusted Source refers to excessive fatigue, feelings
of demoralization, and increased irritability. Recent research finds
that vital exhaustion significantly increases heart attack risk in
men. Researchers say that besides living a healthy lifestyle, greater
involvement in social groups can make people less vulnerable to stress,
which can help them maintain cardiovascular health. Men experiencing
a condition called vital exhaustion are more likely to have a heart
attack, according to a new study recently presented at the ESC Acute
CardioVascular Care 2021, an online scientific congress of the European
Society of Cardiology (ESC).

How Staying Heart Healthy Will
Decrease Your Cancer Risk

New research has found that a heart-healthy
lifestyle will not only lower your risk of heart
disease but could also cut your chances of
developing cancer. The findings suggest
the risk factors that cause cardiovascular
disease could also lead to cancer. Healthy
habits used to combat heart disease could
also be helpful in reducing a person’s
risk of developing cancer. The study,
published in the March 2021 issue of JACC:
CardioOncology, found that cardiovascular
disease (CVD) risk — including traditional risk factors like age, sex, and
smoking, along with natriuretic peptide levels — is associated with an
increased risk of cancer.

Why Bars Continue to Be High-Risk
Environments for COVID-19

New research questions if bars can mitigate COVID-19 transmission
risks properly. Despite the efforts of bar operators and guidance from
the government, potentially significant risks of transmission of the
coronavirus persists in bars, especially when customers are intoxicated.
Experts say alcohol seems to be one of the major factors fueling this
risk because it lowers inhibitions, making people less willing to comply
with safety protocols.
www.eklines.com
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Drinking Alcohol Can Increase Your
Risk of Breast Cancer

A strong body of scientific evidence
shows alcohol consumption
increases the risk of breast cancer.
Many women remain unaware
of the role alcohol can play in
breast cancer risk. The Alcohol
Research Group (ARG) in California
is working to change that with the
#DrinkLessForYourBreasts initiative,
which seeks to educate women about the risk. No amount of alcohol is
considered safe, but smaller amounts of alcohol have minimal risk.

How Higher Blood Sugar Levels Can
Harm Brain Health

Researchers say higher blood sugar levels can affect brain health
and lead to cognitive decline. They say people with diabetes as well
as prediabetes face these risks. Higher blood sugar levels can cause
inflammation that can result in cognitive decline, experts say. High
blood sugar could put you at higher risk of cognitive decline and
dementia even if you don’t have fully developed diabetes. Lower levels
of blood sugar, on the other hand, are associated with better brain
health, according to a new study from researchers at University College
London and the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine. The
study, published in the journal Diabetes, Obesity and Metabolism,
suggests that keeping blood sugar in the normal range is important for
preventing cognitive decline and dementia.

HUMOUR

Laugh It
Away
Rajiv: Why is your left cheek
swollen…?

Amit: It was my wife’s birthday
yesterday and I bought her a
cake.

Rajiv: But how did your cheek get
swollen?
Amit: Her name is Tapasya… but
that Cake shop idiot didn’t get
the name correctly and wrote
“Happy Birthday Samasya” and
the inevitable happened…
HR Manager – There is a two
years gap on your CV. Can you
tell why?

Candidate – I was in jail for two
years.
HR Manager – Why?

Candidate:- I stabbed the guy
who told me “we’ll call you back
and let you know”
HR Manager:- You are selected,
welcome to our company.
A lady to her dietician :- What l
am worried about is my height
and not my weight.
Dietician :- How come?

Lady :- According to my weight,
my height should be 7.8 feet…
but I‘m only 5.8 feet..!
www.eklines.com

Doctor : Your Liver is enlarged.
Patient : Doctor, does it now
have space for more whisky ?

A Man wrote to the bank. “My
cheque was returned with the
remark ‘Insufficient funds’. I want
to know whether it refers to mine
or the Bank”.
Teacher : Ramu, of the various
scientific inventions you learnt
this year, which one do you like
most?
Ramu: ATM machine.
Teacher : Oh, why?

Ramu : Whenever my Daddy
wants money, it gives, without
any murmur.
Four-year-old Isha was getting
ready to go to a theatre to
watch a movie. Since she was
never taken to a theatre before,
she was curious to know what
it looked like. Her parents
explained to her that unlike a TV,
there would be a big screen and
hundreds of people would be
watching the film inside a dark
hall. She nodded thoughtfully,
but still puzzled, asked, “But who
will be holding the remote?”
APRIL 2021
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Education

Dear Student, Passion
or Grade - which
would you choose?

G

itanjali Rao, the recently
celebrated young scientist,
who is covered in TIME
magazine cover titling ‘Kid of the
Year’, innovated a device named
‘Tethys’ which can measure the
lead content in water. She is just
15, and a 3 time TEDx speaker
and awarded with US President’s
Youth Award, top ‘health’ pillar
prize for the TCS Ignite innovation
student challenge, and also won
the Discovery Education 3M
Young Scientist Challenge.
The pride for us is her Indian
origin. On the day of the
announcement of her being
the ‘Time Kid of the Year 2020’,
social media was flooded with
screenshots, messages, and reshare of the Cover image with
Indian emotions connecting
her to the roots. And what
more happening in a typical
Indian middle-class family? That
quintessential melodramatic
comparison of our kids to her
and the powerful sacrifices we did
right from the baby is born! (Of
course, there are exceptions!)
Gitanjali could choose a passion,
if not over, but with a grade! In
one of her interviews, she said
“Understand what your passion is
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Hiya Chakrabarti
and go for it.” How realistic does
it sound back in India? Aren’t
we taught to score equally well
in Mathematics and History?
Doesn’t the kid next door leave all
hobby classes for board exams?
And, those passionate corners of
the houses, those writing pads,
those strings of Sitar, the reads
of harmonium borne dust of
negligence. To understand what
our passion is, we grow grey hair!
Peer pressure of being an
engineer or a doctor results
in approximately 10 lakh
engineering graduates every
year in India, while 60% of them
remain unemployed or underpaid.
And, 50,000 doctors pass an
M.B.B.S degree, every year.
India ranks 35th in the global
ranking as per the Worldwide
Educating for the Future Index
(WEFFI) 2019. Our system is more
conservative while a skill-based
education is recognized globally.
Our ancient ‘Gurukul’ system was
holistic and natural in approach,
connecting students more with
mastering the art of learning
through Nature. Afterward, we
see a transition of classroomoriented study introduced by the
British.
Executive Knowledge Lines

Our system has been synonymous
with ‘Examinations’, ‘Board Exams’
‘Entrance test’, ‘Grades’ etc.
Even to date, a student in India
is left with the limited choice
of choosing among Science,
Humanities, and Commerce. This
results in the trend of opting to
go abroad for higher studies.

for spices made him the highest
crore owner in the FMCG industry.

We can take, small initiatives,
today, than to blame it all on the
education system. In schools,
there should be preliminary room
for discussion for identifying the
strength of each student and
empowering them to go for it.
Reforms should happen and
More extra-curricular activities
will happen in their own way.
and physical education should
But how to change the system,
be given importance. At home,
being within the system? Are
no need to treat the year of the
we equipped with the mental
board exam as a mandatory
strength to empower these kids
sacrifice of travel, sports, or even
to follow their hearts?
hobby classes! There should be
fearless discussions where a child
Can we stop judging a person
can openly talk about his/ her
with his/ her degree? There are
likes and dislikes. And, finally,
many who have not passed board
bringing back the olden learning
exams and proved to be an asset
method through Grandma’s tale!
to the nation, following their
There is a lot to learn beyond the
passion. We know about Einstein,
four walls of a nuclear family.
Jack Ma about their stupendous
success though failing miserably
And, finally, Dear Student, would
informal education. Mahashay
you be the change-maker? BeDharampal Gulati, the proud
cause success never comes easy.
owner of MDH Masala, who
Would you tread the path, even if
passed away recently, was a
alone? It won’t be long, then, to
drop-out! However, his passion
see a Gitanjali, at every home.
www.eklines.com
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Human Resource Management

People First Culture
Getting Embedded in HR Management
V.N.Nair
The hallmark of an effective
organisation is that it is built
around the concept of a culture
that lays its foundation on a
set of shared values which
are implemented by strategy
and bound by structure. An
organisation thrives only when
it is built on a strong culture,
aligning people and its policies.
HR plays a key role in
facilitating the building of a
tight-knit structure based on
its organisational culture. The
foundation for any role is based
on Relationship management
and business acumen.
It is the HR’s role to provide an
elevated experience so that the
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employees remain motivated
and adapt seamlessly to what
an organisation stands for - its
values, ethos, principles, conduct,
etc. These are intrinsic for any
organisation and are built over
time.
HR enables the process through
hiring, inducting candidates
into the system, a walkthrough
orientation, training and
performance management
programmes. It creates a
framework and strengthens
an organisation’s core values,
ensuring its fruition through
rewards and recognition, thereby
inculcating those values.
Talent Acquisition is key area
Executive Knowledge Lines

under HR. An organisation needs
to streamline its process of talent
acquisition while building Culture.
This involves taking certain key
factors into consideration while
hiring a suitable candidate for an
organisation - an ideal skillset,
relevant knowledge base, and
most importantly, the personality
of the individual. It is imperative
for the individual to fit into the
organisation’s culture and is
further determined by mapping
the values of an organisation
with the competencies of the
individual.
The hiring strategy should have a
paramount weightage on culture.
Candidate experience needs to
be given the same importance
as customer experience. It will be
good if mid to senior level hires go
through mandatory psychometric
assessments to evaluate their
cultural fitment. It is a fact that
fitment has a direct impact on
an individual’s performance and
attitude.

Talent engagement
and development
are vital areas to
be integrated. To
create a holistic
approach in learning
and development,
HR needs to help
individuals to
challenge themselves
professionally,
discover their talents,
and enhance their
career growth.

and teams, which eventually
encourages an open-door policy
throughout the organisation. A
lateral structure helps employees
to feel recognised, valued, open
to give and receive feedback,
Talent Management for
enabling transparency and trust
sustenance is an established
which is sacrosanct in human
maxim in moder HT management. relationships.
HR practices and policies must not
If the values of an organisation
only inculcate existing practices
remain transparent and
in the market but also seek to
fair, they will be imbibed
preserve a unique culture which
and aligned into the talent
is essential while formulating
management process. The
comprehensive HR policies.
talent management philosophy,
A key concern faced by most
thereby, can have goal setting,
organisations is maintaining
continuous feedback, and a final
transparency and fairness in
appraisal which should enable
their structural processes. It is
transparency.
important to invest in employees
It is a welcome feature to
by spending time with individuals
www.eklines.com
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have an open-door policy
throughout the organisation.
The talent management process
should enable employees to
constantly share feedback.
Modern corporate strongly
encourage employees to voice
their opinions on processes
and policies enabling maximum
efficiencies and a robust
organisation.
Talent engagement and
development are vital areas
to be integrated. To create a
holistic approach in learning
and development, HR needs to
help individuals to challenge
themselves professionally,
discover their talents, and
enhance their career growth. It
is important to empathetically
support every employee’s
wellbeing and lead with a
purpose. It is important that
businesses rethink proactive
ways to ensure business
continuity with the focus
primarily involving and building
team cohesion and innovation.
There should be constant
communication with individual
teams at the group level, by
connecting and highlighting
individual efforts with all team
members as regularly as possible.
Talent Retention is another vital
concept in HR management.
The support an organisation
provides to its employees, at
times, has a significant impact on
the retention of talent. It includes
the strategy an organisation has
with its rewards and recognition,
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celebrations, and appreciation
which needs to have an optimum
balance. This can be achieved
by way of collective effort,
policies, relationship building,
and strategic initiatives of the HR
function.
More and more organisations
now have several people
initiatives to retain talent in an
industry that has the highest
attrition rates. Providing multiple
recognition events, rewarding
performance and loyalty,
organising a carnival celebrating
cohesiveness with families
of employees, empowering
employees for quick decisions,
flexibility in working space
etc. are strategies adopted by
organisations for talent retention.
Organisations are taking pains
to bring in professionalism,
corporate governance, and wellestablished industry practices
that make them a pioneer and
most-sought company to work
for.
People are the greatest assets
of a company and the success
of the company is driven by
the happiness index of its
employees. Inculcating a sense
of belonging to the organisation
is one of the key aspirations
where employees must feel as
a part of the organisation. The
employees, therefore, take pride
in the organisation, in sync with
its culture, and feel connected
to its vision and mission thereby
enabling the business to scale
newer heights.
Executive Knowledge Lines

WORD
PUZZLE
UMNI
2. I am a 11 letter Indian city.
From the hints given below,
find my name?
Hints ::
9,5,3 is a Soap Name.
1,8,3 is used by a Student
7,8,3 letters is a Bird Name.
6,7,5,3 is an organ in the Face.
Last 6 letters is a Fruit Name.
3. Complete the five words
below in such a way that the
two letters that end the first
word also start the second
word, and the two letters that
end the second word also start
the third word etc. The same
two letters that end the fifth
word also start the first word, to
complete the cycle.
** IV **
** OT **
** IC **
** NG **
** RA **
www.eklines.com

4. In the below puzzle, there are
2 double blanks. Fill in the blanks
with the same pair of letters to
complete an English word.
_ _ S _ _ DE
5. A rich man needs seven letter
word which is with the poor?
6. What bet can never be won?
7. I am an English word with five
letters. If you remove my last
four I am still pronounced the
same. What am I?
8. I jump when I walk and sit
when I stand. What am I?
9. What is always coming but
never arrives?
10. If you have me, you want to
share me. If you share me, you
haven’t got me. What am I?

Answers

1. MINIMUM
2. PONDICHERRY
3. SHIVER, EROTIC, ICICLE, LENGTH, THRASH
4. CASCADE
5. NOTHING
6. ALPHABET
7. QUEUE
8. KANGAROO
9. TOMORROW
10. SECRET

1. Using the four letters below
only, create a seven letter word.
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Society

Corporate Social
Responsibility

C

34

Bijoy P Pulipra

orporate Social
Responsibility is a thought
provoking idea to tap the
wealth of Corporates for social
well-being. Section 135 of the
Companies Act, 2013 deals with
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR).

Applicability of Section 135.

What are the provisions in
the Companies Act, 2013
governing CSR?

Turnover of Rs.1000 crore or
more or

Section 135 comes into play
when a Company, Private as well
as Public, meets any or all of the
following three criteria.
The net worth of Rs.500 Crore or
more, or

Section 135 of the Companies
Act.

a net profit of Rs.5 Crore or
more during the immediately
preceding financial year

Companies (Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014

Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee

Notifications and Circulars of
MCA

The companies which are falling
under the above criteria have to

APRIL 2021
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constitute a Committee known
as CSR Committee.
The Constitution of the
Committee to be disclosed in the
Board’s Report of the Company.
The CSR Committee of the
Board shall consist of three or
more directors, out of which at
least one director shall be an
independent director.
As per the Companies
(Amendment) Act, 2020, if the
CSR liability of the company is
not exceeding Rs. 50 lakhs, then
it is not required to constitute
the CSR Committee.
Following are the
responsibilities of the CSR
Committee
Formulate and recommend to
the Board, a Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy which
shall indicate the activities to
be undertaken by the company
in areas or subject, specified in
Schedule VII
recommend the amount of
expenditure to be incurred on
the activities referred to in clause
(1); and
monitor the Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy of the
company from time to time.
The CSR Committee shall
institute a transparent
monitoring mechanism for the
implementation of the CSR
projects or programs or activities
undertaken by the company.
Responsibilities of the Board of
www.eklines.com

Directors
The Board of every company
referred to in sub-section (1)
shall,—
Approve the Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy for the
company and disclose contents
of such Policy in its Board’s
Report and also place it on the
company’s website, and
ensure that the activities as are
included in the Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy of the
company are undertaken by the
company.
How much amount to be
expended for CSR Activities?
The Board of every company
shall ensure that the company
spends, in every financial year, at
least two percent. of the average
net profits of the company made
during the three immediately
preceding financial years. The
“net profit” shall not include such
sums as may be prescribed, and
shall be calculated in accordance
with the provisions of Section
198.
Where to spend the amount?
The company shall give
preference to the local area
and areas around it where it
operates, for spending the
amount earmarked for Corporate
Social Responsibility activities, in
accordance with the provisions
of the CSR Policy of the
Company.
What if the company not
APRIL 2021
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spending the amount as
above?
If the company fails to spend
such an amount,
the Board shall, in its report shall
have to specify the reasons for
not spending the amount ; and
unless the unspent amount
relates to any ongoing projects
then transfer such unspent
amount to a Fund specified in
Schedule VII, within a period of
six months of the expiry of the
financial year
Any amount remaining unspent
towards ongoing projects shall
be transferred by the company
within a period of thirty days
from the end of the financial
year to a special account to be
opened by the company on that
behalf for that financial year in
any scheduled bank to be called
the Unspent Corporate Social
Responsibility Account, and
such amount shall be spent by
the company in pursuance of its
obligation towards the Corporate
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Social Responsibility Policy within
a period of three financial years
from the date of such transfer.
If the company is not spending
the money lying in the Separate
bank account within a period
of three financial years, the
company shall transfer the same
to a Fund specified in Schedule
VII, within a period of thirty days
from the date of completion of
the third financial year.
Note:- This section is yet to
be notified and hence not
applicable for the time being.
What are the penal provisions
for Non-Compliance
If a company contravenes the
provisions of sub-section (5) or
sub-section (6), the company
shall be punishable with fine
which shall not be less than fifty
thousand rupees but which may
extend to twenty-five lakh rupees
and
every officer of such company
who is in default shall be
Executive Knowledge Lines

punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to
three years or with fine which
shall not be less than fifty
thousand rupees but which may
extend to five lakh rupees, or
with both.
Note: This section is yet to
be notified and hence not
applicable for the time being.
How to implement the CSR
Activities?
The Company can undertake
CSR activities in accordance with
the CSR Policy of the board.
It can be a new or ongoing
project. However, the activities
undertaken should not be
related to the activities in the
normal course of business of the
company.
Can the CSR activities be
implemented through an
external agency?
Yes. A Company can identify
a Section 8 company or a
registered trust or a registered
society, established by the
company, either singly or along
with any other company an
implementation agency of the
CSR Activities. However such a
company or trust or society shall
have an established track record
of three years in undertaking
similar programs or projects;
and the company has specified
the projects or programs to
be undertaken, the modalities
of utilization of funds of such
projects and programs and
the monitoring and reporting
www.eklines.com

mechanism.
Can a company collaborate
with other companies for
implementing CSR Activities?
Yes. A company may also
collaborate with other companies
for undertaking projects or
programs or CSR activities.
The company has to ensure
that the CSR Committees of
respective companies are in a
position to report separately on
such projects or programs in
accordance with the CSR Rules.
Can a company utilise the CSR
fund for activities abroad?
No. The CSR projects or
programs or activities
undertaken in India only shall
amount to CSR Expenditure.
Will the amount expended for
the benefits of employees of the
company shall be considered as
an eligible expense?
No. The CSR projects or
programs or activities that
benefit only the employees of
the company and their families
shall not be considered as CSR
activities in accordance with
section 135 of the Act.
How much amount can be
expended by the company for
managing the CSR Activities?
Companies may build CSR
capacities of their own personnel
as well as those of their
Implementing agencies through
Institutions with established track
records of at least three financial
APRIL 2021
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years but such expenditure
including expenditure on
administrative overheads, shall
not exceed five percent of total
CSR expenditure of the company
in one financial year.
Will political contributions be
considered as CSR activity?
No. Contribution of any amount
directly or indirectly to any
political party under section
182 of the Act, shall not be
considered as CSR activity.

year commencing on or after the
1st day of April 2014 shall include
an annual report on CSR.
What are the activities covered in
the Schedule VII
Eradicating hunger, poverty and
malnutrition, ‘‘promoting health
care including preventive health
care and sanitation including
contribution to the Swach Bharat
Kosh set-up by the Central
Government for the promotion of
sanitation] and making available
safe drinking water.

Can the company add the
“surplus” generated out of CSR promoting education, including
activity to the business profit? special education and employment
enhancing vocation skills especially
No. The surplus arising out of
among children, women, elderly and
the CSR projects or programs or
the differently abled and livelihood
activities shall not form part of
enhancement projects.
the business profit of a company.
promoting gender equality,
Is there any reporting is
empowering women, setting up
needed with respect to CSR?
homes and hostels for women and
Yes. The Board’s Report of a
orphans; setting up old age homes,
company covered under these
day care centres and such other
rules pertaining to a financial
facilities for senior citizens and
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measures for reducing inequalities to public funded Universities,
faced by socially and economically Indian Institute of Technology
backward groups.
(IITs), National Laboratories and
Autonomous Bodies (established
ensuring environmental
under the auspices of Indian
sustainability, ecological balance,
Council of Agricultural Research
protection of flora and fauna,
(ICAR), Indian Council of Medical
animal welfare, agroforestry,
Research (ICMR), Council of
conservation of natural resources
Scientific and Industrial Research
and maintaining quality of soil, air
(CSIR), Department of Atomic
and water 4[including contribution
Energy (DAE), Defence Research
to the Clean Ganga Fund set-up
and Development Organisation
by the Central Government for
(DRDO), Department of Science
rejuvenation of river Ganga.
and Technology (DST), Ministry
protection of national heritage,
of Electronics and Information
art and culture including
Technology) engaged in
restoration of buildings and sites
conducting research in science,
of historical importance and works technology, engineering and
of art; setting up public libraries;
medicine aimed at promoting
promotion and development of
Sustainable Development Goals
traditional art and handicrafts;
(SDGs).
measures for the benefit of armed rural development projects
forces veterans, war widows and
slum area development.
their dependents;
disaster management, including
training to promote rural sports,
relief, rehabilitation and
nationally recognised sports,
reconstruction activities.
paralympic sports and olympic
sports
contribution to the prime
minister’s national relief fund
or any other fund set up by the
central govt. for socio economic
development and relief and
welfare of the schedule caste,
tribes, other backward classes,
minorities and women;
Contribution to incubators funded
by Central Government or State
Government or any agency or
Public Sector Undertaking of
Central Government or State
Government, and contributions
www.eklines.com
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NHAI to develop
world-class ‘Wayside
Amenities’ at more
than 600 locations

The National Highways Authority
of India (NHAI) has decided to
develop world class ‘Wayside
Amenities’ at more than 600
locations across 22 states in the
next 5 years. The move aims to
improve commuters’ experience
on National Highways for both
passengers and truckers. Around
130 of these 600 locations are
expected to be developed in
2021-2022 period. The NHAI has
already invited bids to develop
120 such wayside amenities.
The wayside amenities will
be developed every 30 to 50
kilometer along the current
and upcoming Highways and
Expressways. The amenities
will include several facilities
for passengers including ATM,
Toilets with shower facility,
Clinic, Electric Charging Facilities,
Playing Area for Children, Fuel
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Station, Food Court, Retail
Shops and Village Haat for local
handicrafts. Besides this, the
separate ‘Truckers Blocks’ will
be developed keeping in mind
the specific requirements of
truckers, which will include Truck
and Trailer Parking, Truckers
Dormitory, Auto Workshop,
Toilets with showers, Cooking
and Washing area, Eateries, Clinic
and Retail Shops.

Centre to introduce
GPS based toll
collection system

The central government is
planning to roll out a GPSbased toll collection system.
It also plans to introduce an
E-highway from Delhi to Mumbai
in the upcoming months. This
was informed by Transport and
Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari
during the Lok Sabha before
it was adjourned sine die. He
also noted that toll collection
through the fast tag has reached
93 percent across the country,
resulting in Rs 10,000 crore more
toll collection in comparison to
the previous year. The use of fast
tag has also reduced the waiting
time at toll booths, informed the
Minister. The introduction of the
GPS-based toll collection system
will further enable smooth
movement of traffic and bring
transparency in the system.
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North Korea testfires missiles in first
challenge to Biden
administration

North Korea test-fired several
missiles, two of which were fired
on March 21st, confirmed the
White House on March 23, 2021.
The missile tests come days after
a visit to the region by the top US
defense and diplomatic officials.
The tests are the first by North
Korea after Joe Biden took over
the President of the United States
in January 2021. It is being seen as
North Korea’s first challenge to the
Biden administration. The missiles
that were test-fired were shortrange, non-ballistic missile systems
that do not fall under UN security
council resolutions banning more
threatening weapons.

National Commission
for Allied and
Healthcare Professions
Bill, 2021 passed in
Lok Sabha
Lok Sabha has passed the
National Commission for Allied
and Healthcare Professions Bill,
2021. The bill aims at setting up
a National Commission for Allied
www.eklines.com

and healthcare Professions to
standardize and regulate the
education and practice of allied
and healthcare professionals. It
will also facilitate the maintenance
and regulation of standards
of education and services by
healthcare professionals.
The Union Health Minister Dr.
Harsh Vardhan while replying to
a debate in Lok Sabha on the bill
stated that the legislation aims
at fulfilling the long-pending
demands of the sector as well
as enhance the employment
opportunities for the professionals.
Rajya Sabha had earlier passed the
bill.
The National Commission for
Allied and Healthcare Professions
will frame the standards for
education and practice of the
professionals. It will create and
maintain an online Central register
of all the registered professionals.
The Commission will provide
uniform education standards
for the allied and healthcare
professionals. It will also provide
for a uniform entrance and exit
examination.
Under the legislation by the
government, only those who are
enrolled in a National Register or
the State Register as a healthcare
professional or a qualified
practitioner will be allowed to
practice as an allied and healthcare
professional. The Allied and
Healthcare professions that have
been mentioned under the latest
bill include the professionals
working in trauma and burn care,
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life sciences, physiotherapists,
surgical and anaesthesia-related
technology, and nutrition science.

Though the Martian clouds
look similar to the clouds on
Earth, as per experts, they are
totally different from those on
NASA’s Curiosity
Earth due to vastly different
atmospheres on the Red Planet.
Rover shares rare
The atmosphere on Mars is very
glimpse of Earth-like thin and made of 96 percent
carbon dioxide and hence, the
Clouds on Mars
formation of thick clouds is not
possible. Hence, the clouds on
Mars are light and are formed
through different ways. The
cloud formation on the Red
Planet is believed to be partly
caused by the dust that is
formed when space debris hits
its atmosphere. The Martian
clouds can also be ‘noctilucent’,
NASA’s Curiosity rover has shared
which means they are lit up
stunning video footage of Earthby the Sun even at night time
like clouds passing over Mars. The
due to being high up above
video was shot by the navigation
the Martian surface. On the
cameras attached to the top of the
other hand, Earth’s atmosphere
car-sized rover, which landed on
is rich in nitrogen and oxygen
the Red Planet in August 2012. The
and water molecules condense
5-minute video footage, captured
around particles to form thick
on March 19, 2021 was shared
clouds over the planet.
on Twitter by Dr. Paul Byrne from
North Carolina State University.
India’s Premas Biotech
He posted the video with a
to develop COVID-19
caption that read, “Clouds in the
Vaccine pill
sky, gently passing overhead.” In
another tweet, Dr. Bryne said that
India’s Premas Biotech has
the video is a set of eight images
collaborated with Oramed
taken by Mars Curiosity’s right
Pharmaceuticals Inc. to develop
navigation camera. He further
an oral COVID-19 vaccine
stated that the rocky outcrop in
candidate that has shown
the foreground is a seven-meter
efficacy after a single dose. A
cliff’, nicknamed as ‘Mont Mercou,’
preliminary test of the vaccine
by the Curiosity rover team. The
candidate in animals showed that
video triggered speculations that
the vaccine produced the desired
the clouds are the same as the
antibodies. However, the product
ones we see on Earth.
is still far from being tested
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on humans. Premas Biotech is a
developer of novel biotherapeutic
and vaccine candidates. According
to the company, it fully depends
on how the current tests fare.
If they are successful then the
vaccine candidate could be ready
for human trials within the next
three months.
The clinical study is expected to
start during the second quarter
of 2021. The nascent COVID-19
vaccine candidate is a proteinbased VLP (Virus Like Particle)
vaccine candidate. It is capable
of generating “triple protection”
against the SARS CoV-2 virus. It
can target the spike, membrane
and envelope proteins of the
coronavirus. Most other vaccines
are based on spike (S) protein. It
promotes both systemic immunity
through Immunoglobulin G (IgG),
the most common antibody
in blood and bodily fluids that
protects against viral infections,
and Immunoglobulin A (IgA). All
three proteins are vital to the
structure of the coronavirus and
give it the ability to replicate
inside the body. Oravax said in
a statement that the vaccine
candidate is safe, efficacious and
well-tolerated at normal to high
doses and generated high titres
of neutralising antibodies. The
company also added saying that
the protein-based VLP (VirusLike Particle) vaccine candidate
is manufactured using Premas’
proprietary D-Crypt™ platform,
which is highly scalable and can be
manufactured on a large scale.
www.eklines.com

Hyderabad-based
Virchow Biotech and
RDIF to produce Sputnik
V Vaccine in India

Hyderabad -based Virchow
Biotech and the Russian Direct
Investment Fund- RDIF on
March 22, 2021, announced
an agreement to produce
up to 200 million doses of
Sputnik V, Russia’s COVID-19
vaccine, in India. According
to the joint statement, the
technology transfer is expected
to be completed in the second
quarter of the year 2021. It
will be followed by the fullscale commercial production
of Sputnik V. The capacities of
Virchow Biotech will help in
facilitating the global supply
of Sputnik V vaccine to the
international partners of the
Russian Direct Investment
Fund. The CEO of RDIF Kirill
Dmitriev stated that the
agreement with Virchow Biotech
in Hyderabad is a significant
step in facilitating the full-scale
production of the vaccine in
India as well as for supplying the
international partners globally.
While commenting on the
agreement, the MD of Virchow
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Biotech Tummuru Murali stated
that the company is glad to sign
a cooperation agreement with
RDIF for producing the Sputnik V
vaccine. He added that the proven
capabilities of Virchow in large-scale
drug-substance manufacturing will
help in meeting the global demand
for this vaccine. As per the official
statement, the efficacy of Sputnik V
is 91.6% as confirmed by the data.

Lok Sabha passes
National Bank for
Financing Infrastructure
and Development Bill
2021

The Lok Sabha on March 23,
2021 passed the National Bank
for Financing Infrastructure and
Development Bill 2021. The bill
seeks to establish a statutory
institution called the National
Bank for Financing Infrastructure
and Development to support
the development of long-term
infrastructure financing in India.
The institution will be set up as
the principal development finance
institution (DFI) and development
bank to carry on the business of
infrastructure financing. The bill
was passed by the lower house
of the Parliament through a
voice vote after Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman replied to Bill’s
discussion.
The bill seeks to support the
development of long-term
non-recourse infrastructure
financing in India including the
development of the bonds and
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derivatives markets necessary for
infrastructure financing and to
carry on the business of financing
infrastructure.
The National Bank for Financing
Infrastructure and Development
will seek to address market failures
that stem from the long-term,
low margin and risky nature of
infrastructure financing. The
institution will be wholly owned
by the central government to
foster confidence on its stability
and sustainability and to raise
resources at competitive rates.
The Government will provide
the financial institution with
required grants and contributions,
guarantees at concessional rates
for foreign borrowings and any
other concessions. The guarantee
will be provided at a concessional
rate, not exceeding 0.1 percent.
The Bill paves the way for the
private sector to promote DFIs to
come to the market after obtaining
approval from the RBI. The
development finance institutions
promoted by the private sector
will get five-year tax exemption to
begin with, which can be extended
by another five years. Further, the
bill states that the developmental
financial institution will be
permitted to “borrow money from
the RBI repayable on-demand or
on the expiry of fixed periods not
exceeding ninety days”. The DFI
will also be able to borrow money
from RBI against bills of exchange
or promissory notes arising out
of bona fide commercial or trade
transactions.
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IMPORTANT DAYS

Days

IMPORTANT

June
4 June

International Day of Innocent
Children Victims of Aggression

5 June

World Environment Day

7 June

International level crossing 		
awareness day

8 June

World ocean day

12 June

World day against Child 		
Labour

14 June

World blood donor day

17 June

World day to combat 			
desertification and drought

20 June

World Refugee day

21st June

Father’s Day				
(3rd Sunday)

21 June

World Music Day, International
Yoga Day

23 June

United Nation’s 				
public service day

23 June

International Widow’s day

26 June

International day against Drug
abuse & Illicit Trafficking

www.eklines.com
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REFLECTION
Restore Basic Human Qualities

S

ociety has evolved at an
incredible pace over the past
decades. The transformation has
been amazing in terms of making
our lives easier through technology
and tools. The modern man is selfsustainable. He has an adventurous
spirit. He follows passions that he finds
exciting. He chases accomplishments.
He gains what he yearns for.
But the tragedy of modern man is a
sense that something is missing, a
longing for something just beyond
his grasp. He is trying to chase
something which he cannot make out
or something which is evading him.
This is a universal human experience
as can be inferred from the day to day
developments across the globe, which
technology brings to our knowledge
every moment. As psychologists,
philosophers, poets and religious
leaders have expressed it – it is “a
yearning that knows no satisfaction.”
With all our success and achievement,
mankind remains disillusioned. He
lacks peace, happiness, fulfilment, and
he doesn’t know why.
The challenge of our times is the
feeling that your life lacks meaning,
purpose and fulfilment, that you lack
clarity and direction, that you have
so much potential and could achieve
so much, yet for some reason you
are blocked, that there must be more
to life, that you have a calling, but
somehow it eludes you.

The reality of the human condition
and the primary challenge of our
times are to realise and unleash the
greatness of the human potential. We
are living at a time of unprecedented
wealth and achievement. We seem to
have everything, and despite all this,
the world around us is plagued by
increasingly serious problems. Many
people feel empty, alienated, dissatisfied
and unhappy. People are searching to
fill the void and emptiness of a life lived
without purpose and meaning.
Great thinkers of modern era have
highlighted the significance of
introspection to look for voids deep
within one’s self. Their teachings
expound that modern man’s self has
many voids due to disappearance or
fading away of qualities of compassion,
empathy, humaneness. Ego, selfishness,
megalomania and vanity try to fill these
voids.
The feeling of emptiness, helplessness,
disillusionment, lack of fulfilment is
obviously due to the good basic human
qualities getting replaced by other
traits that are negative and destructive,
and that are against the spirit of happy
and peaceful co-existence with fellow
human beings. The only way, therefore,
to rid oneself of disillusionment and
to reach fulfilment is to introspect and
consciously try to replace the negative
traits with the good human qualities
that nature wants man to possess and
nurture.
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